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【Outline of survey】  
In response to extracellular and intracellular signals, cell exhibits a polarized 

morphology with adhering neighboring cells and extracellular matrix. Cell polarization is 
a fundamental process that makes cells enable to exert specific physiological roles in 
tissues. A migrating cell has front-rear polarity for directional and persistent migration, 
and a neuron is highly polarized and comprised of two structurally and functionally 
distinct parts, an axon and dendrites. The molecular mechanisms by which cell
polarization is regulated remain largely unknown. The purpose of our research is to clarify 
the signaling networks for the cell polarity formation and maintenance in migrating cells 
and neurons. Our study also aims to reveal the regulatory mechanisms of the cytoskeleton 
and adhesion, and a selective protein and vesicular transports involved in the cell 
polarization. We have been studying the Rho family small GTPases, Par complex and 
CRMP-2. Our research interests are focused on mode of actions of these molecules on the 
cell polarization.  
 
【Expected results】  

It is a fundamental issue in cell biology, developmental biology, and neuroscience to 
understand the control mechanisms of the cell polarization in migrating cells and neurons. 
Our study will provides us with whole pictures of the molecular mechanisms of the cell 
polarity formation, maintenance, and a selective protein and vesicular transports. We hope 
that our research on molecular regulatory mechanisms for cell morphogenesis sheds light 
on the therapeutic approaches of inflammation, atherosclerotic disease, nephritis, and 
psychiatric and neurological disorders. 
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